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Preamble
Sustainability is essential for the future of tourism; therefore, it must also be talked about, written
about, etc. The need for sustainable tourism therefore necessarily has an influence on tourism
marketing. Clear communication of sustainability is particularly important.
Communication of sustainability is multifaceted and can be divided into many different areas. This
document offers 10 guiding principles with explanations and concrete examples of how
sustainability can be successfully communicated.
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Guiding principle 1: Integration of sustainability
We do not (only) present sustainability as a separate tab on the website, as a reference box in
the catalogue, etc., but integrate the idea of sustainability into all areas of communication and
marketing.
Theory
The consistent integration of sustainability in all aspects of communication sends a clear signal: It
is communicated that the focus on sustainable action is not a clearly delineated additional task,
but that every area can be improved in terms of sustainability.
This shows consumers that sustainable action is not an end goal, but an ongoing process.
Consistently integrating sustainability into communications also provides an opportunity to set a
standard and address the issue actively and consistently. This shows the target group that
sustainability is an important and broad topic, and that everyone can contribute something to
acting more sustainably. Thus, such communication clearly conveys the values that are important
to the company.
Furthermore, the active integration of sustainability also emphasizes that the company is
committed to the topic and willing to invest.
Examples
- Not only as tab on website, not hidden anyway.
- Sustainability as a basic idea, communicated clearly and openly.

Sustainability is clearly delineated here. Although the person reading thus knows exactly where
more information on the topic can be found, this conveys that sustainability is not directly related
to the rest of the company.
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This message is located on the main page of the travel provider. For more information you will be
directed to a new page.
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Guiding principle 2: Clear and understandable communication
Sustainability, sustainable tourism and sustainable development do not represent good wording,
they need explanation first. Therefore, we use self-explanatory terms from the value landscape
and work with storytelling.
Theory
Sustainability has recently become a much-used term, although it is often not exactly clear what is
meant by it. To ensure that consumers know exactly what sustainability stands for, the choice of
words should be adapted accordingly.
Misunderstanding and confusion can be avoided with simple and generally understandable terms.
Instead of talking about sustainability, concrete words such as responsible, commitment to the
environment, environmentally friendly, social commitment and similar can be used. It also helps if
specific action items are pointed out so it is clear what is meant. This includes stating specific goals
and describing actions and commitment.
Storytelling further helps to communicate these elements while working with values and emotions.
Examples

In this example the wording “sustainable tourism” is used but the company explains what
sustainable tourism means. Furthermore, the company show their goals and measures.
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Instead of Sustainable Tourism, this company deliberately uses an alternative wording.
Furthermore, it is clearly communicated what exactly is understood by Responsible Travel.
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Guiding principle 3: Sustainability is considered and communicated
comprehensively
Sustainability is more than environmental and climate protection. We integrate the people and
their culture from the target areas into the communication and also let them actively have their
say.
Theory
Sustainability is often associated with nature and the environment. Often the other two areas of
sustainability are forgotten: social sustainability and economic sustainability. Even though natural
diversity is particularly suitable for sustainability in communication, people and the economy must
not be forgotten.
Especially when it comes to social sustainability, it is important to communicate the viewpoints of
the people involved and give them a voice. This also means that current social topics of
communication can be addressed. This honest communication leads to transparency and builds
trust. It also shows consumers that sustainability is about an ongoing process and that the company
is willing to invest and improve in order to have a positive impact on the destination.
In addition, involving people lends itself to creating a personal connection with consumers. It
conveys humanity and offers the opportunity for consumers to learn more about the culture and
history of the local population.
Examples
For example, Costa Rica mostly advertises its nature and biodiversity, leaving the people in the
background. Social issues or challenges are often not addressed. The "My Costa Rica" campaign is
also primarily about the needs of the celebrities, not about the well-being of the local population.
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Under the topic of sustainability, only nature is mentioned. The two elements of social and
economic sustainability are not mentioned.

This provider shows its commitment and mission on its website which not only includes
environmental or climate protection but also social aspects of sustainability such as involving and
respecting local communities.
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Guiding principle 4: Avoid stereotypes
Tourism marketing is usually full of stereotypes and clichés - we tackle the challenge of avoiding
them through a conscious, questioning use of words and images.

Theory
Stereotypes are highly simplified and generalizing images of groups of people or things. Using them
in marketing can have strong consequences. In the worst case, such stereotypes can reinforce
prejudices against certain groups of people. The use of stereotypes thus has a strong influence on
consumer expectations and perceptions and can, at most, influence the experience.
With the communication about a destination, the communicating company has the responsibility
to present the destination in an unadulterated and diverse way and to avoid stereotypes. Especially
because consumers get their first impression of the destination and its people through marketing,
the responsibility of the communicating company is particularly high. In short: with versatile
communication, you address a diverse target group. This has a lively effect and can surprise.
To avoid stereotypes, it must be ensured that, for example, frequently used terms such as "exotic"
or even "authentic" are reflected and used in a way that is true to the content. The same applies
to pictures, especially because pictorial representations emphasize a message. With every image
used, it should be questioned what is meant to be communicated with it and what could be
interpreted with this image. Stereotypes are often not obvious, which makes critical questioning
even more important. It is a matter of course that all persons depicted give their consent to the
use of the image and is also legally necessary according to the European GDPR.
When choosing images, you should consider the following points:
- Address statistically underrepresented groups.
- Depicting people of different genders, ages, nationalities, physical abilities.
- Way of depicting different people and what their positionings in the picture might mean.
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Examples

The text on this picture says “Travel sustainably: Committed to a sustainable future”.

The text on this picture says “Travel your dream. Breath-taking. Magical. Unforgettable.”.
What exactly does an attractive young woman have to do with sustainability? With these examples,
the question arises as to what exactly is to be communicated with these illustrations. Lots of
greenery in image 1 emphasizes the importance of nature - which is a cliché when it comes to
sustainability. In addition, the chosen image does not correspond to the slogan "engage", since the
person depicted is not particularly active, but seems to be relaxing.
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What exactly does "authentic" mean? The use of this term suggests that there are also
"inauthentic" experiences. This in turn conveys stereotypes and suggests that clichés in particular
represent an "authentic" way of life.

The above picture including description from a catalogue about Kyrgyzstan is a good example of a
negative and a positive point. On the one hand, it emphasizes that guests are always greeted with
a smile, which in itself conveys an unrealistic stereotype. On the positive side of the description, it
is clearly emphasized that traditional clothes are often worn during festivals and holidays. This
statement is important, otherwise the impression would exist that Kyrgyz people are always
dressed this way.
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What exactly is meant by exotic?
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Guiding principle 5: Gender-sensitive language
Gender equality is not just one of the SDGs, but a daily challenge. We consistently use gendersensitive language and are also gender- and generation-sensitive in our image selection (for
languages where there are grammatically different forms for different gender).
Theory
The way we write, speak, and depict influences our perception. Language choices can be used to
include or exclude groups of people. Respectful communication can ensure that all consumers feel
comfortable and included with the language we choose. That's why it's important to use gendersensitive language and diverse visual communication.
When communicating in writing, you can stick to the following points:
- Use neutral forms such as: Customers, visitors, travellers
- Use passive sentences
- Use full pair forms such as: Visitors
- Use of direct speech such as: Please note the following instead of The visitor has to observe the
following.
- Paraphrase with an adjective like: medical help instead of help from a doctor
Important: the short form with brackets is to be avoided.
When selecting visual and audio material, it is important to show diverse role models. Persons with
different characteristics should be made visible as independent, equal and having equal rights.
Examples

In this text, the German male word for “visitor" is used. This term could be replaced, for example,
by visitors or the female word for visitor. The same applies to "the traveller", which could be
replaced by the travellers. The German term for “visitor” does not address both genders – which
makes a difference in German.
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There is some room for improvement in the choice of words in this example. Here, they speak of
"partners," "customers," "employees," and so on. This does not address both genders – which
makes a difference in German.
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Guiding principle 6: Promoting responsible action and communicating
benefits
The raised forefinger is obsolete. Today, we use motivational messages for the tourism of the
future. Instead of talking about moral responsibilities, we talk about the added value for the
traveller and the destination that sustainability in tourism entails.
Theory
Sustainable action is often seen as a compromise. Many people think that they either have to make
additional efforts or forego certain luxuries in order to act more sustainably.
A positive and motivating choice of language has the effect that readers also feel encouraged to
contribute to more sustainable action. In this way, it can be shown that it is not a matter of doing
without, but that small changes in behaviour can still make a positive contribution to people and
the environment.
Positive langu
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guilty conscien
contribution to sustainable development.
ce often leads
to ignoring
the issue.

Example

The example informs about specific points where travellers have a positive impact. The
presentation is simple but informative and shows specific points for improvement.
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Guiding principle 7: Enable responsible travel
Sustainability is not something that is created by the provider and consumed by the traveller.
Sustainability needs the participation of the travellers. That's why we talk about simple ways and
provide conscious and unconscious incentives for sustainable behaviour.
Theory
Many people are overwhelmed with the term sustainability and are not sure how they can
contribute to a more sustainable journey. If helpful tips and practical possibilities for action are
communicated and made available, consumers feel supported and can act accordingly.
In order to promote more conscious travel, tips and tools can be provided on the one hand, which
can be used on the traveller's own initiative. But there are also helpful methods to influence the
behaviour of customers.
For the former, for example, tips can be provided on what to look for when traveling to have less
of an impact on the destination. These can address different areas such as packing list, dealing with
privacy and customs in the destination country.
To influence the behaviour of customers, so-called "opt-out" options and nudging1 are helpful
methods.
Especially if the booking process is integrated on the website, "opt-out" options make sense. For
example, compensation is included as a standard and customers must actively decide against
compensation. Such "opt-out" options increase the likelihood that CO2 offsets will be paid for.

HINTS
-

Use "opt-out" when it comes to flight compensation, for example.
Suggest a medium amount for donation opportunities.
Use "nudging" to influence customer behavior.

Further information
- Compensation: www.myclimate.org / https://www.atmosfair.de/en/
- Tips for responsible travel: https://www.fairunterwegs.org/ueber-uns/organisation-english/

1

Nudging is a strategy for changing behavior. Individuals are to be persuaded to choose a certain behavior without
pressure.
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Examples

In this example, the audience is provided with some tips on how they can contribute to a more
sustainable trip.
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In this example, "nudging" is used to motivate the guest to travel by train. For example, it is
communicated that most travellers go to London by train and that most recommend it for this
destination. This method communicates to the guest that traveling by train is the norm. This
increases the likelihood that the trip will be booked by train, as people often want to conform to
social norms.
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Guiding principle 8: Value-based communication
Sustainability is not just a demand on travellers but is based on the suppliers' own values
(destination, tour operator, ...). Therefore, we communicate these values as such.

Theory
The values that are communicated should also be exemplified. Value-based communication
includes, on the one hand, uniform and clear communication and, on the other hand, the
implementation of these values. The company should clearly show which values are central to the
company and how these are implemented in a concrete way. With concrete examples, the readers
can imagine something about the company's commitment.
Examples
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These illustrations show the clear and transparent communication of this provider's values.
Concrete examples of how these values are lived and implemented show readers that this
organization is committed and dedicated to its values.
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Guiding principle 9: Consistent communication
Consumers realize breaks: Therefore, we need to show consistency in image and sound/text
across the entire advertising stretch.
Theory
When it comes to communicating sustainability, it is important that it is also credible. This means
that the communication itself should be sustainable throughout and not contain any
contradictions. Specifically, this means that there should be no footage from a UL coaxial
helicopter, for example, or visible off-road tours or airline advertising in a marketing spot. The
same applies to the choice of communications media. Such gaffes could have a major impact on
customers' trust in the company, which is too high a risk.
Consistent communication creates trust and credibility as an organization. It is also important that
only images are used that actually depict the destination or the experiences. Thus, the
communication remains truthful and does not convey false images.
Examples

In the marketing campaign at Zurich's main station shown above, a train trip from Zurich to Vrin
was advertised. This campaign focuses on the train ride as an experience. In addition, a local person
is used to promote the destination.
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The illustration below shows how an airline is advertised at the end of a promotional video. The
focus of the commercial video is on nature - with the insertion of an airplane conveying a
contradictory message.
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Guiding principle 10: Pursue sustainability issues credibly and over the
long term.
When we run campaigns on sustainability issues, they are designed for the long term and not
just briefly flashing events that are already out of date again the next season.
Theory
Sustainability also has to do with the long term, among other things. For a campaign to have an
impact, it should also be used over a longer period of time. This means that the company's core
values can be taken up several times and integrated into the storytelling.
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